Truth, Beauty and Me
Laila Sharmeen

Endless emptrness everywhere: perilous, all-pervading materialism;
uncutured, uncivilized and uncouth eyes starting at you all these
nake me blue; I am made dystopian by them all.
As far as I can see, there is no light or air. This is a catacomb. In fact, living
r this catacomb, or what Baudrillard calls hyperreality I try to arouse
myse f : I murmur to myself : are you beautiful Laila? What do you want?

Looking for answers to these questrons I went to Paul Ree, Neitzsche's
soul mate. to "My Last Duchess" by Browning ; after a long restless

I

curney tried also to see myself in the mirror of the Atlant c. She said,
Ycu are beautiful;you areflexible and open to illumination.
rven am dst the squalor of this world, my magic mirror gleams at me. lt
st mu ates my conscience. In the installation Things fall apart/ the centre

I lament the loss
:epth essness that surround me.
can not hold

of

reality and the incorrigible

- the Spontaneous Beauty' ser es there

is an element of pantheism that
see as an antidote to the materialist greed of the world. I have included

-

'ny exhibition the works of my nine-year old daughter to show how

:- Cren draw they do so with a mind not weighed down by the
.-;, shed images of a Sartre or a Cy Twombley. Her work rs
s.:rtaneous uninhiblled.

,,-. has charned me n the golden case?
' ^ - -d ess co-sunrerism.

Myspirittresto breakfree

'.'a.arne Sosostr se, the false soothsayer in iine with allfailed shamans,
: -1. g \/en space in my picture-world.
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ay Fly. Jean-Paul Sartre's

imagined Les Erynies as f lies who llve in

-: :-s oi the society. In my Arcadia the Erynies appear in the form of

S-^-./:S

-: Go den stick and Silver stick installation is nsprred by
'.' -^: arge o s statue of Night
- ^-.. Dea:h seres sperms are blue; the moon, too is blue, while the
,- :' :' ra n b ack. Because of a series of deaths in my family, I have
-::- s^ai.ered. For me rain is no longer romantic; the moon has

'r=---: . ue n pain. And even the sperm, the first flag carrier of life, is
l=:.-

''. '-.'.as s fu of f sh Kash flowers, fireflies, hyacinth flowers, boats
--.-:r
,

-,='s :f Bangladesh paddy fields swaying in the gentle

,..:- .s
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breeze,

."e vast expanse of the sky and birds. A I these are symbol of
cearty and humanism and mages that I yearn for to oppose
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